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situation is probably the best way to deal with it. Immediate
removal of the child from the company of others to the quiet of
his pen or his room may be wise. In no case should he be coaxed
or humored at such a time, nor should he be allowed to feel that
he is creating a sensation or causing anxiety by his moodiness.
The child who has learned to respect mother's word will respond
to quiet suggestion from mother much more easily than the one
who has not learned obedience.
Dirt and Fuzz Eating. Dirt eating is purely a habit, like
the habit, of sucking or putting things into the mouth, and must
be dealt with in much the same way. The right physical pro-
gram and correct feeding must of course be assured; then care-
ful watchfulness, the diverting of the child's attention, the use
of the power of suggestion, and the keeping of the child in a
pen or grassy plot away from the opportunity. The child of
two or three may find the prison house of his pen an undesirable
penalty for yielding to his impulse to eat dirt, and in most cases
such a plan will suffice. Chastisement in the way of slapping
hands will bring results, but should be done thoroughly, never
erratically. If such a treatment is begun, it must be persisted
in, without deviation, until the victory is won* With such a plan
in operation, he must be kept in his pen away from all dirt that
he might be tempted to put into his mouth, except at such times
as mother can be constantly supervising him. If your child eats
the fuzz from his blankets, inclose his blankets in muslin slips
or protect thoroughly with sheets*
Fingers in Mouth, And then what are we going to do to
break children of always putting their fingers or toys into the
mouth ? The only way to clo is in some way to develop baby's
subconscious inhibition as regards this tendency. If this in*
hibition can be developed during the first year and a half, baby
will never know how it happened that he has no urge to put his
fingers into his mouth. And so just as with thumb sucking, the
best plan is to prevent the early formation of the habit, at the
first indication of the tendency, by snapping his little fingers
until his inhibition as regards this thing works automatically*
When mother begins a disciplinary measure of this sort, she
must see to it that she is with baby constantly enough during

